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In previous work we showed that a model that integrates job assignment, human-capital acquisition,
and learning can explain several empirical findings concerning wage and promotion dynamics inside
firms. In this paper we extend that model in two ways. First, we incorporate schooling into the
model and derive a number of testable implications that we then compare with the available
empirical evidence. Second, and more important, we show that introducing "task-specific" human
capital allows us to produce cohort effects (i.e., the finding that a cohort that enters a firm at a low
wage will continue to earn below-average wages years later). We argue that task-specific human
capital is a realistic concept and may have many important implications. We also discuss limitations
of our (extended) approach.
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  A standard theme in labor economics, industrial relations, and human resource management has 
been that careers in organizations are inconsistent with standard economic theories of labor markets.  For 
example, Doeringer and Piore (1971) described aspects of internal labor markets (such as ports of entry 
and wages attached to jobs) that depart from standard conceptions of competitive labor markets.  More 
recently, Medoff and Abraham (1980,1981), Lazear (1992), and Baker, Gibbs, and Holmstrom (1994a, 
1994b) provided detailed empirical analyses of careers inside specific firms and argued that many of their 
results again do not match standard conceptions of competitive labor markets.  In particular, Baker, 
Gibbs, and Holmstrom (1994b) compared their empirical findings to two theories of wage determination - 
learning and incentives - and found their results to be quite different than the predictions of those theories. 
In Gibbons and Waldman (1999a), we developed a theoretical model that integrates job 
assignment, human-capital acquisition, and learning.  Regarding job assignment, we followed Rosen 
(1982) and Waldman (1984a) by assuming that jobs are ranked in terms of the importance of ability, so it 
is efficient to assign higher-ability workers to higher levels of the job ladder.  Regarding human-capital 
acquisition, we followed the spirit of Becker (1962) and Mincer (1974) by assuming that a worker’s 
productivity rises during the worker’s career.  (We also assumed productivity rises faster for workers of 
higher innate ability.)  Finally, regarding learning, we followed Harris and Holmstrom (1982) and Farber 
and Gibbons (1996) by assuming there is uncertainty about a worker’s ability when she enters the labor 
force, but all firms learn about the worker’s ability from public output observations as the worker ages. 
  Our 1999a model captures many of the empirical results concerning wage and promotion 
dynamics found by Medoff and Abraham, by Lazear, by Baker, Gibbs, and Holmstrom, and by others.1 
For example, Baker, Gibbs, and Holmstrom (henceforth, BGH) find that (1) wage changes are serially 
correlated, (2) promotions are associated with large wage increases, and (3) workers who receive large 
wage increases early in their stay at one level of the job ladder are promoted quickly to the next level.  
Our model captures the first and third of these findings because of the skill-acquisition process that we 
assume: a worker who receives a large wage increase today is likely a worker with high ability, so the 
                                                      
1 Some of the other studies whose empirical findings are consistent with one or more of our theoretical results 
include Rosenbaum (1984), Murphy (1985), Main, O’Reilly, and Wade (1993), McCue (1996), Baker (1997), and 
Podolny and Baron (1997).  See Gibbons (1997) for a review of this literature through 1997.  Also, see Lima and 
Pereira (2001) for a recent study testing our theory that uses a longitudinal matched employer-employee panel of 74 
large manufacturing firms in Portugal.  Their results are in general supportive of our framework.   2
worker’s productivity will likely grow quickly in the future, producing both a large wage increase and an 
early promotion.  Our model captures the second finding because of the learning process that we assume: 
a promoted worker is likely a worker whose most recent output produced positive updating of the beliefs 
concerning the worker’s ability, so the worker’s wage will likely increase significantly.2  Our 1999a 
model also explains Medoff and Abraham’s findings concerning performance evaluations, provided that 
supervisors evaluate individuals relative to others with the same labor-market experience. 
  In this paper we extend our 1999a model in two directions.  First, we address issues that we did 
not consider in our earlier work.  In particular, we incorporate schooling into the model and derive a 
number of testable implications that we then compare with the available empirical evidence.  Second, and 
more important, we show that an important empirical finding that is inconsistent with our 1999a model 
becomes consistent with our approach if we make a realistic new assumption.  In particular, we 
incorporate task-specific human capital into the model and thereby capture the BGH finding of cohort 
effects: a cohort that enters a firm at a low wage will earn below-average wages years later.   
  The first part of the paper incorporates schooling into our previous model in two ways.  First, 
schooling increases a worker’s starting level of general-purpose human capital.  Second, schooling is 
correlated with the speed with which the worker accumulates human capital once she is on the job.  We 
show that this new model makes a number of predictions concerning how schooling affects wage and 
promotion dynamics.  To begin, this extended model of course predicts a positive correlation between 
schooling and the starting wage, since more schooling means a higher starting level of general human 
capital.  But the model also makes other predictions, such as that schooling is positively related to 
promotion prospects (because a worker with more schooling accumulates human capital more quickly 
once she is on the job) and that schooling is positively related to the wage even after holding job level and 
experience fixed (because a worker with more schooling has a higher initial level of general human 
capital).  We compare these predictions with the available evidence and find that, although the evidence is 
not clear concerning all the predictions, in general the predictions coincide well with the available data. 
  The second part of the paper considers cohort effects.  BGH find that the average wage at which a 
cohort is hired is positively correlated with the cohort’s average wage many years later, even after 
                                                      
2 Our 1999a model also explains two other findings in the BGH study.  The first is that real-wage decreases are not 
rare but demotions are.  The second is that, even though promotions are associated with large wage increases, wage 
increases at promotion are small relative to the difference in average wages across levels of the job ladder.    3
controlling for cohort differences in age, gender, race, and education.  In our earlier paper we argued that 
our framework is inconsistent with this finding, because we believed the finding to be at odds with spot-
market contracting, which is a basic feature of our approach.  Here we show that we were incorrect in that 
earlier discussion: introducing task-specific human capital into our framework produces cohort effects 
even in the presence of spot-market contracting.  By task-specific human capital we mean that some of 
the human capital an individual acquires on the job is specific to the particular tasks being performed, as 
opposed to being specific to the firm.  Hence, when a worker is promoted and given a new set of tasks to 
perform, some of her acquired human capital goes unutilized on the new job.  We show that, if task-
specific human capital is an important part of the skill-acquisition process, then cohort effects can arise. 
  Our view is that the first of these extensions, concerning schooling, is quite straightforward, but 
nonetheless advances the project we advocated in our Handbook chapter, Gibbons and Waldman (1999b) 
- namely, that theoretical models of wage determination should begin to address broad patterns of 
evidence rather than isolated stylized facts.  By incorporating schooling into our model, we are adding 
several new findings to the (already fairly large) set of findings that we originally set out to explain.   
In contrast to the first extension, we believe the second extension, concerning task-specific 
human capital, is more novel and potentially quite rich in its theoretical applications and empirical 
implications.  Since Becker’s (1962,1964) seminal work, the literature has focused almost exclusively on 
general-purpose and firm-specific human capital.  We believe that task-specific human capital is 
potentially both as commonplace and as important as these better known types.  Clearly, when a worker 
performs a particular task, it is likely that some of the human capital she acquires is useful for performing 
that task but of only limited use in the performance of other tasks; that is, there may be task-specific 
learning by doing.3  By introducing task-specific human capital into our model in order to analyze cohort 
effects, we hope to set the stage for a variety of future theoretical and empirical exercises concerning 
issues such as job design, job assignment, labor mobility, labor demand, and even business strategy.4  
                                                      
3 See Heckman, Lochner, and Cossa (2002) for a recent empirical study that finds evidence consistent with much of 
the human-capital accumulation on jobs being due to learning-by-doing. 
  
4 As far as we know, Kwan (1998) was the first to analyze what we are calling task-specific human capital.  He 
considers this type of human capital in a model similar to Prendergast’s (1993), where wage increases at promotion 
are used to provide incentives for investment in human capital.  Kwan’s analysis does not consider our main focus 
here - namely, the implications of task-specific human capital when cohorts vary in the mix of jobs at which they 
enter the firm.  See also Chaudhury (2002) for a recent analysis that incorporates task-specific human capital, but 
again the focus is not on cohort effects.   4
  In sum, this paper reinforces the contention in our 1999a paper that a framework that integrates 
job assignment, human-capital acquisition, and learning can explain a large number of empirical findings 
concerning wage and promotion dynamics inside firms.5  Our interpretation is not that these three model 
elements currently (or could ever) constitute a complete theory of wage and promotion dynamics inside 
firms.  Clearly other elements - ranging from incentives to social norms - are important parts of such a 
theory.  Rather, our interpretation is that, for a wide variety of firms, a complete theory of wage and 
promotion dynamics is very likely to include our three model elements as integral parts.  Notice that we 
say a “wide variety” of firms as opposed to “all” firms.  This is because we believe our theory does not 
apply well to the type of internal labor market initially described by Doeringer and Piore (1971), 
involving ports of entry, wages attached to jobs, and little turnover at higher levels of the job ladder.  We 
return to this issue in Section IV, where we discuss limitations of our approach. 
   
II. THE ROLE OF SCHOOLING IN WAGE AND PROMOTION DYNAMICS  
  In this section we consider the role of schooling in wage and promotion dynamics inside firms.  
We begin by constructing a model that enriches our 1999a model by incorporating schooling.  We then 
analyze the model and show that it produces several natural predictions concerning the role of schooling 
in wage and promotion dynamics inside firms.  We end the section by discussing the empirical evidence 
on this topic, which is broadly consistent with the model’s predictions.  Our main point in this section is 
not that this modest enrichment is important in its own right, but rather that enriching the model in this 
way adds several new findings to the broad pattern of evidence that our approach can explain. 
 
A. The Model 
  All firms are identical and the only input is labor.  A worker’s career lasts T periods, T≥ 3.  
Worker i enters the labor market with a schooling level, denoted Si, which can take on any integer value  
between 1 and N.  We assume that there is a positive number of workers at each value of S.  One simple  
                                                      
5 Other papers that integrate these three model elements include Bernhardt (1995) and Jovanovic and Nyarko 
(1997).  In contrast to our approach, Bernhardt’s analysis focuses on asymmetric learning, as in Waldman (1984b), 
Greenwald (1986), and Gibbons and Katz (1991), where a worker’s current employer receives better information 
concerning the worker’s ability than prospective employers receive.  Jovanovic and Nyarko do not consider the 
ability of their model to capture a broad set of empirical findings.  Bernhardt does, but his model cannot explain a  
number of important findings in the literature; see Section V of Gibbons and Waldman (1999a) for a detailed 
discussion of Bernhardt’s analysis.   5
interpretation is that a worker’s schooling level is the number of years the worker spent in school prior to 
entering the labor market.6 
  Greater schooling makes a worker more productive, but so does greater experience.  This 
distinction between schooling and experience is standard in the literature, but we consider the 
microfoundations of the effects of schooling and experience in more than the usual level of detail, as 
follows.  Let η it denote the worker’s “on-the-job human capital,” where    
(1)                                                                 η it=θ if(xit). 
In this specification of on-the-job human capital, θ i is the worker’s ability to learn on the job and xit is the 
worker’s labor-market experience prior to period t (i.e., for a worker in her first period in the labor 
market, prior experience xit equals zero).  In this specification, θ if ′ (xit) is the speed with which on-the-job 
human capital grows in period t, where f(0)>0, f ′ >0, and f ′′ <0.7  Thus, a worker with more ability to 
learn on the job (i.e., higher θ ) accumulates on-the-job human capital more quickly.  We assume that a 
worker with schooling level S has ability to learn on the job equal to φ H+B(S) with probability p and 
ability to learn on the job equal to φ L+B(S) with probability (1-p), where φ H>φ L and B′ >0.  That is, 
schooling is positively correlated with a worker’s ability to learn on the job (either because schooling is 
useful for learning on the job or because there is a positive relationship between schooling and innate 
ability to learn on the job).     
  A firm consists of two different jobs, denoted 1 and 2.  In our 1999a paper, we allowed for three 
job levels, but little of the evidence discussed below relies on three job levels, so here we assume only 
two levels to simplify the analysis.  If worker i is assigned to job j in period t then the worker produces 
(2)                                                             yijt=dj+G(Si)+cj(η it+ε ijt), 
where dj and cj are constants known to all labor-market participants, G′ >0 and G′′ <0, and ε ijt is a noise 
term drawn from a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance σ
2.8  Let η′  denote the amount of on-the-
                                                      
6 With this interpretation, it would probably be more accurate to assume that worker i’s career lasts Ti periods, 
where Ti=A-Si.  But since nothing of significance would be changed by assuming this, for simplicity of exposition 
we assume that the career lasts T periods for all workers.  
 
7 We assume f(0)>0 rather than f(0)=0.  One interpretation is that this model is a simplified version of a continuous-
time model where production in the first period represents production in the early part of the worker’s career.  
Since, on average, during this early part of the career the worker has a positive amount of labor-market experience, 
it is natural to assume f(0)>0 rather than f(0)=0. 
 
8 We could have assumed that the extra productivity due to a worker’s starting level of general-purpose human 
capital depends on the job the worker is assigned to.  That is, rather than this productivity being equal to G(Si), we   6
job human capital at which a worker is equally productive at jobs 1 and 2.  That is, η′  solves 
d1+c1η =d2+c2η .  We assume c2>c1>0 and d2<d1<0, so the efficient assignment for a worker with η >η′  is 
job 2, while the efficient assignment for a worker with η <η′  is job 1. 
  We assume that each worker’s schooling level is known to all labor-market participants when the 
worker enters the labor market.  In contrast, each worker’s value for θ i is not known by either the firms or 
the worker, although the probability p and ability levels φ L+B(S) and φ H+B(S) are common knowledge.  
Learning about θ i takes place at the end of each period, when the realization of the worker’s output for 
that period is publicly observed.  The presence of the noise term ε ijt in (2) implies that learning occurs 
gradually, as follows. 
 Let  zit=[(yijt-dj-G(Si))/cj]-B(Si)f(xit)=η it-B(Si)f(xit)+ε ijt.  That is, zit is the signal about the worker’s 
on-the-job human capital after subtracting off the human capital due to the schooling term B(Si) that the 
market extracts from observing the worker’s output in period t.  We refer to zit as the worker’s normalized 
output from period t (i.e., normalized to abstract from job assignment and schooling) and to (zit-x,...,zit-1) 
as the worker’s normalized output history at date t.  Because the signal zit is independent of job 
assignment and schooling, there is no difference in the rate of learning across jobs and schooling levels.  
Let θ it
e denote worker i’s expected ability to learn on the job at date t: θ it
e=E(θ i Si,zit-x,...,zit-1).  From θ it
e 
we can compute the expected on-the-job human capital of worker i in period t: 
(3)                                                               η it
e=θ it
ef(xit). 
For example, if worker i enters the labor market in period t with schooling Si, then η it
e=[pφ H+(1-p)φ L+ 
B(Si)]f(0).  (Recall that xit measures prior labor-market experience, so xit=0 in the worker’s first period in 
the labor market.) 
  Workers and firms are risk neutral and have a discount rate of zero.  There is no cost to workers 
from changing firms, or to firms from hiring or firing workers.  Under these assumptions, there are no 
benefits to long-term contracts, so we assume that wages are determined by spot-market contracting.  
Finally, to ease the comparison of the model with the empirical evidence, we restrict attention to wages 
that are paid in advance of production, as opposed to one-period piece-rate contracts. 
  There is free entry into production.  At the beginning of each period, all firms simultaneously 
offer each worker a wage for that period.  The worker then works for the firm that offers the highest 
                                                                                                                                                                           
could have assumed it equals Gj(Si) for a worker assigned to job j.  Given the additional assumptions G2(Si)≥ G1(Si) 
for all Si and G2′ (Si)≥ G1′ (Si) for all Si, all the qualitative results that follow would still hold.   7
wage.  If there are multiple firms tied at the highest wage, the worker chooses randomly among these 
firms (unless one of these tied firms was the worker’s employer in the previous period, in which case the 
worker remains with that firm).  This tie-breaking rule is equivalent to assuming a moving cost that is 
infinitesimally small; as a result, there is no turnover in equilibrium. 
  To reduce the number of cases that need to be considered, we restrict the analysis to 
parameterizations that satisfy the following conditions.  First, [pφ H+(1-p)φ L+B(N)]f(0)<η′ , so that it is 
efficient for each worker to be assigned to job 1 in the first period of the worker’s career.  Second, 
[φ H+B(S)]f(T-1)>η′ >[φ L+B(S)]f(T-1) for all S, so that for each schooling level it is efficient for workers 
with the highest ability to learn on the job to be on job 2 by the end of their careers, but for workers with 
the lowest ability it is efficient to remain on job 1.   
  As a final point, there are a number of ways this model could be made more realistic.  For 
example, we could start with workers having some knowledge of their own innate abilities and 
incorporate a cost of schooling, and then have the schooling distribution be derived endogenously, as in 
Spence (1973).  Or, we could assume a worker’s schooling level is positively related to the extra 
productivity due to a worker’s starting level of general-purpose human capital G(Si), but not in a 
deterministic way.  We believe our main results are robust to both changes.  The reason we consider the 
particular specification above is that it allows us to present our main results in a tractable analysis. 
 
B) Analysis 
  We begin with a general result concerning how workers are assigned to jobs and how they are 
paid.  We then turn our attention to how schooling affects wage and promotion dynamics.  The general 
result is that, as in Gibbons and Waldman (1999a), in each period each worker is assigned to the job that  
maximizes her expected output in that period and paid a wage equal to that expected output.9  Let wit  
denote the equilibrium wage paid to worker i in period t. 
 
Proposition 1: In equilibrium, job assignments and wages are given by i) and ii). 
 i)  If  η it
e<η′ , then worker i is assigned to job 1 in period t and paid wit=d1+G(Si)+c1η it
e. 
                                                      
9 Throughout the analysis we assume that if a firm is indifferent between assigning a worker to either of the two 
jobs then the firm assigns the worker to the high-level job.  This assumption is not crucial for the analysis but 
simplifies the statements of some results.   8
 ii)  If  η it
e≥η′ , then worker i is assigned to job 2 in period t and paid wit=d2+G(Si)+c2η it
e. 
 
  Proposition 1 tells us that the assignment of workers to jobs follows a simple rule: a worker is 
assigned to the high-level job if and only if her expected on-the-job human capital exceeds the critical 
value η′ .  Only the expected on-the-job human capital matters, rather than other moments of the 
distribution, because output in each job is a linear function of on-the-job human capital and the rate of 
learning is independent of job assignment.   
  This model is a simple extension of our 1999a model, so it of course reproduces most of the BGH 
findings captured by our original model.  Three such findings follow.  First, this model captures the 
finding of serially correlated wage increases.  The reason is that a large wage increase today likely means 
the worker has high ability to learn on the job, which is positively correlated with a large wage increase 
tomorrow.  Second, this model captures the finding that a large wage increase early in a worker’s stay at 
one level of the job ladder is positively correlated with quick promotion to the next level.  The logic here 
is that, similar to the argument above, a large wage increase early in a worker’s stay at job 1 likely means 
the worker has high ability to learn on the job, which implies that on-the-job human capital will likely 
grow quickly and induce promotion.  Third, this model also captures the finding of large wage increases 
at promotion.  As in our 1999a model, this result follows from a selection effect: a promoted worker will 
likely be a worker for whom learning resulted in a large increase in expected on-the-job human capital.10 
  This model also explains a BGH finding that our previous model did not capture.  BGH found 
that adjacent levels of the job ladder had overlapping wage distributions: the highest paid workers at level 
L made more than the lowest paid workers at level L+1.  In our earlier model there were no schooling 
levels and all workers were ex ante identical, so a worker’s wage and job assignment depended solely on 
η it
e, so the highest paid worker at level L was paid strictly less than the lowest paid worker at level L+1.  
In this section’s model, however, a worker’s wage depends on both η it
e and the worker’s schooling level.  
Consequently, in contrast to our earlier analysis, this model exhibits overlapping wage distributions: the 
highest-paid workers assigned to job 1 are paid more than the lowest-paid workers assigned to job 2.  
Furthermore, our theory not only explains overlapping wage distributions but does so in a testable way: if 
                                                      
10 All of these results follow easily from results in our earlier paper given that in each case we are referring to 
workers of a given schooling level.  We believe that each of the results also holds without controlling for workers’ 
schooling levels, but we have not formally shown this.    9
we consider pairs of workers on adjacent levels, where the worker assigned to the lower level is paid 
more than the worker assigned to the higher one, the worker on the lower level should typically have 
more schooling.11 
  We now turn our attention to predictions concerning the relationship between schooling and wage 
and promotion dynamics.  Corollary 1 states our (unsurprising) first prediction: schooling is positively 
related to the starting wage. 
 
Corollary 1: The wage a worker receives in her first period in the labor market is a strictly increasing 
function of the worker’s schooling level. 
 
In this model, a worker’s starting wage is an increasing function of her schooling level for two reasons.  
The first is that more schooling means that a worker enters the labor force with more general-purpose 
human capital and so is paid more.  The second is that, because B′ >0, a worker with more schooling has a 
higher expected starting level of on-the-job human capital, E(θ if(0)) (see footnote 7).   
The second prediction is that schooling is positively related to job level.  Corollary 2 develops 
this prediction.  Let π (X,S) denote the proportion of workers of experience X and schooling level S who 
are assigned to the high-level job. 
 
Corollary 2: Given any (X,S) pair, where 1≤ X≤ T-1 and S≤ N-1, π (X,S+1)≥π (X,S).  Also, the inequality is 
strict if X is sufficiently close to T-1. 
 
The logic for this result follows from the way that schooling is correlated with the speed of human-capital 
acquisition.  Holding experience constant, workers with more schooling will likely have higher ability to 
learn on the job.  This means that if we consider any experience, X, and any critical value, η
+, workers 
                                                      
11 In Gibbons and Waldman (1999a) we discussed a different extension of our original analysis that captures 
overlapping wage distributions (see footnote 13 of that paper).  In particular, we argued that overlapping wage 
distributions can be explained by each firm having multiple job ladders, where promotions only occur within 
ladders and not across.  Our argument was that, if the wage distributions for one ladder are shifted relative to 
another, then an analysis of the aggregate job ladder would yield overlapping wage distributions.  We believe the 
schooling argument above is a superior argument.  The reason is that, although we are not familiar with any 
evidence on the subject, we suspect that when a firm has multiple job ladders there are overlapping wage 
distributions for each job ladder that makes up the aggregate job ladder, and the schooling argument presented here 
is consistent with such a finding.   10
with schooling level S+1 will have a higher proportion whose expected on-the-job human capital exceeds 
η
+ than will workers with schooling level S.  Since any worker whose on-the-job human capital exceeds 
η′  will be assigned to the high-level job, we now have that at any experience level the proportion assigned 
to the high-level job will be increasing in the schooling level.   
  Notice that although the corollary is directly a statement about job assignments, it easily 
translates into a statement about promotions.  That is, since all workers in our model start their careers in 
the low-level job, the corollary tells us that the promotion rate is higher for workers with higher schooling 
levels, i.e., π (T-1,S)/(T-1) is increasing in S.  Additionally, although we do not show it formally, a 
refinement of this prediction is that in empirical analyses of promotion rates the relationship between 
schooling and promotions will be weaker when other measures of worker ability to learn on the job are 
included as explanatory variables.  The logic here is that in our model schooling affects the probability of 
promotion through its correlation with the worker’s ability to learn on the job.  Hence, if one included a 
noisy measure of this ability in a regression analysis of promotion rates, the prediction is that the 
measured impact of schooling on promotions should fall.  
The third prediction is that wage increases are positively related to schooling.  Corollary 3 
develops this prediction.  Let W(X,S) denote the average wage paid to workers of experience X who have 
schooling level S. 
 
Corollary 3: For any parameterization, if demotions are sufficiently rare, then given any X, 0≤ X≤ T-2, 
W(X+1,S)-W(X,S) is a strictly increasing function of S. 
 
The logic for this result is straightforward if we restrict attention to values of X such that all workers are 
assigned to the low-level job at experience levels X and X+1, because the argument is then similar to why 
workers with more schooling are typically promoted more quickly.  As stated above, at any given 
experience level, workers with more schooling will on average have a higher ability to learn on the job.  
This means that, as the workers gain experience, those with more schooling will on average experience 
higher growth in on-the-job human capital.  In turn, since a worker assigned to the low-level job in 
adjacent periods will experience a wage change equal to c1 multiplied by the change in the worker’s on-
the-job human capital, we have that those with more schooling will on average experience higher wage 
growth.   11
  The result still holds but the argument becomes more complicated when it is possible that a 
worker will be on different jobs at experience levels X and X+1 as long as demotions are rare (which is 
typically the case).12  For example, suppose that all workers are assigned to the low-level job when 
experience equals X but some workers are assigned to the high-level job when experience equals X+1.  
Now there are two reasons why schooling is positively related to wage increases.  The first is that those 
with more schooling typically experience higher growth in on-the-job human capital.  The second 
concerns the fact that, in contrast to what was true before, a worker’s wage change does not always equal 
c1 multiplied by the change in on-the-job human capital.  Rather, for those promoted, the wage change 
equals a convex combination of c1 and c2 multiplied by the change in on-the-job human capital, where 
c2>c1.  This results in a second reason that schooling leads to larger wage increases, because from 
Corollary 2 we know that higher schooling means that more workers are promoted. 
  Our last prediction is that schooling is positively related to wages even after controlling for 
experience and job assignment.  Let Wj(X,S) be the average wage paid to workers of experience level X 
and schooling level S who are assigned to job j.  Also, to generate this prediction we now assume that the 
extra productivity due directly to schooling is given by G(S)=λ g(S), where λ >0, g′ >0, and g′′ <0.   
 
Corollary 4: Holding all other parameters fixed, if λ  is sufficiently large, then Wj(X,S+1)-Wj(X,S)>0 for 
all (X,S,j) triplets, where 0≤ X≤ T-1, S≤ N-1, and j=H,L. 
 
This result follows because of the effect that a worker’s starting level of general-purpose human capital 
has on productivity.  Since this effect does not vary across jobs, it does not affect job assignment, but it 
does affect productivity and thus wages.  In turn, since higher schooling means higher productivity due to 
the higher starting level of general-purpose human capital, the presence of this factor serves to make the 
wage a positive function of schooling even after controlling for experience and job assignment.13  Note 
                                                      
12 The role of demotions being rare is as follows.  When a worker is demoted, instead of the worker’s wage 
decrease being c2 multiplied by the decrease in the the worker’s expected on-the-job human capital, the wage 
decrease is a convex combination of c1 and c2 multiplied by the decrease in the worker’s expected on-the-job human 
capital, i.e., the wage decrease is smaller.  The result is that, if there is a much higher frequency of demotions at a 
lower schooling level, then it is possible that the lower schooling level will have a higher return to experience. 
 
13 Although the argument is a bit more complicated, the result also holds if, as we briefly discussed in footnote 8, 
the extra productivity due to a worker’s starting level of general-purpose human capital were allowed to vary with 
job assignment.  The reason is that, since this extra productivity would still increase with schooling, a sufficiently   12
that there is a complicating factor because a worker’s schooling level affects the underlying distribution 
of true ability to learn on the job, so extra schooling will affect (and possibly reduce) the expected ability 
to learn on the job of workers with a given experience and job assignment.  The restriction that λ  is large 
means that the first factor dominates, and therefore that the wage increases with schooling even after 
controlling for experience and job assignment.   
 
C) Empirical Evidence 
  We now consider the extent to which the available empirical evidence concerning schooling and 
wage growth supports our theoretical predictions.  Unfortunately, most of the vast literature concerning 
schooling and wage growth does not speak to any of our predictions.  That is, because the goal of 
previous studies was not to test the theory developed above, much of the existing evidence cannot be used 
either to refute or to support our predictions.  Nevertheless, there are a few studies that have reported 
results that do address our predictions and, although the evidence is a bit mixed, we feel that overall the 
results support our theoretical predictions. 
  We begin with BGH.  In our previous paper we discussed a variety of findings from the BGH 
study, but there were two findings concerning schooling that we did not address.  First, BGH find that the 
average schooling of workers promoted into a job level increases with the level the worker is promoted 
into.  Although this is not exactly what Corollary 2 states, it would be easy to extend the model to 
additional job levels to capture exactly this prediction.  Second, BGH run a wage regression similar to the 
standard Mincerian human-capital earnings function discussed below but also include the worker’s job 
level.  Consistent with our model (Corollary 4), they find that higher values for schooling are associated 
with higher wages, even after controlling for experience and job level. 
  There are a number of other studies that find evidence consistent with schooling being positively 
related to promotions, and with schooling being positively related to the wage even after controlling for 
experience and job level.  For example, similar to BGH, Medoff and Abraham (1980,1981) run Mincerian 
regressions that include job level and find that schooling is positively related to earnings even after one 
controls for experience and job level.  They also study the factors that affect promotion and find that 
schooling is positively related to promotion probabilities.  Similarly, McCue (1996) finds (using evidence 
                                                                                                                                                                           
high value of λ  is enough to ensure that the wage increases with schooling, even after holding experience and job 
assignment fixed.   13
from the PSID) that promotion probabilities are positively related to schooling level, although this finding 
is statistically significant only for white men; for other demographic groups, the coefficients typically are 
positive but are not statistically significant. 
  In a very recent study using German data, Lluis (2001) also looks at the effect of schooling on 
promotion rates.  She first shows that schooling is significantly positively related to promotions.  She then 
incorporates a lagged value for each worker’s wage growth into her empirical analysis and shows that this 
weakens the correlation between schooling and promotions.  Notice that, consistent with our discussion 
following Corollary 2, this is exactly what our model predicts should happen.  The lagged value of a 
worker’s wage growth is a noisy measure of the worker’s ability to learn on the job, and our model thus 
predicts that the correlation between schooling and promotions should be weaker when lagged wage 
growth is included as an explanatory variable. 
We now turn to the vast empirical literature concerning schooling and earnings that employs the 
earnings function first explored in Mincer (1974); see Willis (1986) for an early survey of this literature 
and Card (1999) for a more recent survey.  As is well known, Mincer estimates a log wage equation: 
(4)                                                  log y=β 1+β 2S+β 3X+β 4X
2+e, 
where y is earnings, S is the number of years of schooling, X is labor-market experience, and e is an error 
term.  Mincer’s finding that β 2>0 is consistent with our first prediction: initial compensation (i.e., the 
wage received when entering the labor market) is increasing in the schooling level.  This finding is also 
consistent with our second prediction: the absolute (rather than percentage) return to an extra year of 
experience is increasing in schooling.  The reason is that, given the log specification that Mincer studied, 
β 2>0 means that the percentage return to schooling is constant with experience, implying that the absolute 
return to schooling is increasing with experience.   
But just because (4) is the specification that Mincer and others have studied, it is not necessarily 
the correct specification.  For example, in his original study Mincer added to (4) an experience-schooling 
interaction term and found a significant negative coefficient on this term.  This finding introduces the 
possibility that the absolute return to an extra year of experience is not positively related to the schooling 
level but rather is either independent or negatively related. 
  A recent study concerning schooling and wage rates that does not take the standard Mincerian 
approach is Farber and Gibbons (1996).  (Altonji and Pierret (2001) is related but takes an approach more   14
similar to Mincer’s.)  In testing a pure-learning model of wage dynamics, Farber and Gibbons estimate 
the wage-level (as opposed to log-wage) specification given in equation (5): 
(5)                                     y=β 1+β 2S+β 3X+β 4X
2+β 5S× X+β 6U+β 7U× X+e, 
where U is a variable correlated with ability but unobserved by employers (such as a test score).  The 
pure-learning theory that Farber and Gibbons consider predicts β 5=0 and β 7>0: the absolute return to an 
extra year of schooling is independent of experience, whereas the absolute return to a higher value for U 
is increasing with experience. 
  Farber and Gibbons estimate regression (5) with and without the U and U× X terms.  When they 
include controls for changes in the return to education over time, they find results consistent with their 
prediction that β 5=0, both when they include the U and U× X terms and when they do not.  When the U 
and U× X terms are included, their finding that β 5=0 is consistent with our model.14  But when the U and 
U× X terms are not included, our model predicts β 5>0, so these Farber-Gibbons results are problematic for 
our theory.  But Farber and Gibbons also find that when the controls for changes in the return to 
education over time are not included, then β 5>0 when the U and U× X terms are not included, as our 
theory predicts.  It is possible that data limitations in the Farber-Gibbons sample created a strong 
relationship between a worker’s schooling level and the date at which the worker entered their sample, so 
that the true effect of schooling on the return to experience is better estimated without controls for 
changes in the return to education over time.15  Clearly, additional empirical investigation of this issue 
would be helpful.16  
                                                      
14 The logic here is as follows.  Our model assumes a correlation between schooling (Si) and ability to learn on the 
job (θ i), captured by the term B(Si).  In our model, this correlation with θ i is the only way that schooling might have 
a measured effect on the return to experience.  Thus, if variables correlated with ability to learn on the job are 
included in the regression specification and there is no remaining correlation between schooling and ability once 
those variables are included, then the prediction of our model is what Farber and Gibbons found: β 5=0 and β 7>0.   
 
15 Their sample consisted of workers in the NLSY between the ages of 14 and 21 on January 1, 1979 and data for 
these workers between 1979 and 1991, where a worker typically entered the sample when he finished his schooling.  
Given this sample, there is likely a strong relationship between a worker’s schooling level and the year when he 
enters the sample, i.e., those with high values for schooling will typically enter later.  This causes two potential 
problems for finding the true impact that schooling has on the return to experience.  First, there are likely to be few 
data points for many of the workers whose schooling levels are high.  Second, because many of the workers with 
high schooling levels enter the sample later, some of the impact that education has on the return to experience might 
be picked up by the controls Farber and Gibbons included for changes in the return to education over time.  
 
16 See Habermalz (2003) for a recent study using the Current Population Survey that allows for non-linearity 
concerning how the return to education varies with experience, and finds results that suggest education positively 
affects the return to experience over a substantial part of workers’ careers.    15
   In summary, although there is not much direct evidence concerning our theoretical predictions, 
on three of the predictions - schooling being positively related to promotions, the correlation between 
schooling and promotions being weaker when a noisy measure of a worker’s ability to learn on the job is 
included, and schooling being related to the wage even after controlling for experience and job level - the 
available evidence is supportive.  For the remaining prediction - schooling being positively related to the 
return to experience - there is a single study that is not supportive, but we do not feel the evidence there is 
definitive.  (We take as given that the evidence is consistent with our prediction that schooling positively 
affects the starting wage.)  Hence, all told, we feel the available evidence supports our theoretical model, 
but clearly more evidence is needed before reaching any final conclusions.  
 
III. AN EXPLANATION OF COHORT EFFECTS 
  In this section we provide an explanation for why wage and promotion dynamics inside firms 
might exhibit cohort effects.  We begin by discussing the recent empirical literature on cohort effects and 
providing a basic intuition that explains how task-specific human capital can produce cohort effects, even 
in the spot-market framework that we analyze.  We then present a variant of the model in Section II and 
show that it exhibits cohort effects.  Finally, we analyze some other possible implications of task-specific 
human capital in this model. 
  Our idea of task-specific human capital is closely related to occupation-and industry-specific 
human capital.  In each case, human capital is specific to the nature of the work, not specific to the firm.  
Hence, when capital is accumulated, multiple firms value the capital, so most (or even all) of the value of 
the capital will be reflected in the worker’s wage.  The main difference between our idea of task-specific 
human capital and occupation- and industry-specific human capital is how the idea is applied.  Our main 
focus is on how the presence of task-specific human capital affects the promotion process, whereas 
analyses of occupation- and industry-specific human capital typically ignore promotions.17 
 
A) Empirical Evidence and Basic Argument 
  There are two well known recent studies of cohort effects: Baker, Gibbs, and Homstrom (1994b)  
                                                      
17 For a formal analysis of occupation-specific human capital see Weiss (1971), while Neal (1995) and Parent 
(2000) are recent empirical studies of industry-specific human capital.  Consistent with our discussion, however, 
none of these papers considers the implications for the promotion process.   16
and Beaudry and DiNardo (1991).  BGH study the personnel records of managers in a single firm over a 
twenty-year period.  Regarding cohort effects, they find that a cohort’s average wage upon entering the 
firm is an important determinant of the cohort’s average wage years after entry.  Of course, this would not 
be surprising if a cohort’s average wage upon entry reflected differences in the composition (and thus 
average productivity) of a cohort.  But BGH find no evidence that composition differences in race, sex, 
age, or education can explain a cohort’s average wage years after entry.  
  Beaudry and DiNardo find cohort effects in panel data covering a large cross-section of 
occupations and industries.  Their initial finding is that the unemployment rate in the year a worker enters 
the firm affects wages years after entry.  But Beaudry and DiNardo conduct further analyses that allow 
both the current unemployment rate and the lowest unemployment rate since a worker’s entry year to 
affect current wages.  They find that each of these three regressors (entry unemployment, current 
unemployment, and lowest unemployment) is significant on its own, but that the lowest unemployment 
rate since entry is the only significant regressor when all three are included.  These Beaudry-DiNardo 
findings suggest alternative interpretations of the BGH cohort effect.  For example, the apparent influence 
of a cohort’s entry wage on its current wage might disappear if one controlled for the highest wage paid to 
any entering cohort since the first cohort entered.18   
  In Gibbons and Waldman (1999a), we argued that the spot-contracting framework we considered 
in that paper (and this one) is inconsistent with the cohort effects found by BGH, and with the range of 
findings by Beaudry and DiNardo.  Our argument was based on Beaudry and DiNardo’s interpretation of 
their own results in terms of long-term insurance contracts, akin to those analyzed by Harris and 
Holmstrom (1982).  Since our 1999a model assumes wages are determined each period by competition 
between a worker’s current employer and prospective employers (and all parties are risk neutral), long-
term insurance contracts are neither necessary nor feasible, so we concluded that cohort effects were 
inconsistent with our model.  In this section we show that we were incorrect in our previous conclusion: a 
competitive framework is potentially consistent with cohort effects, even after controlling for composition 
                                                      
18 MacLeod and Malcomson (1993) put forth a model that can explain the cohort effects found by Beadry and 
DiNardo.  In their analysis, fixed-wage contracts are employed to induce efficient general investments by the firm 
(i.e., investments that are not specific to a particular worker).  These contracts are such that the wage moves only 
when one of the outside options changes, so that the relationship will be terminated if the wage remains unchanged 
(even if it is efficient for the relationship to continue).  Although such contracts can explain the Beaudry and 
DiNardo finding that the best labor-market conditions since the start of a worker’s job have a significant positive 
effect on the worker’s current wage, we are skeptical concerning the ability of such contracts to match other 
important findings in the empirical literature concerning careers.   17
differences, because a cohort’s prior experiences at a firm can have a significant effect on actual or 
perceived productivity.  In the next subsection, we develop an argument along this line and show how it 
can explain the BGH finding that a cohort’s entry wage is correlated with the cohort’s wage years later.   
  There are two key aspects to this new model: i) the state of the economy can be either good or 
bad, and ii) human-capital acquisition is task-specific, so some of a worker’s acquired human capital goes 
unutilized when a worker is promoted and is assigned to a new set of tasks.  When the economy is in the 
bad state, a higher proportion of young workers enter the firm at the low-level job.  Since human capital is 
task-specific, some of a worker’s acquired human capital goes unutilized when she is promoted, so a 
cohort hired in the bad state has a low average wage years later.  (This result holds even if all the workers 
get to the high-level job eventually, because they have less time there and so are less productive).  To 
capture the BGH finding that low wages at entry predict low wages later, we require that the cohort’s 
entry wage be low in the bad state.  Given the two states are sufficiently different, this occurs in our 
model because the bad state has both more entry workers on the low-level job and a lower entry wage on 
the high-level job.19   
  One interesting aspect of this argument is that, although we explain the BGH finding that a 
cohort’s entry wage is correlated with the cohort’s wage years later, this is not because the entry wage 
itself matters.  Instead, what matters is the proportion of workers who start at the low-level job, which 
affects the number and productivity of workers in the high-level job years later.  Our explanation for the 
BGH cohort effects is consistent with further evidence reported by BGH: although they find no evidence 
that composition differences in race, sex, age, and education across cohorts explain their cohort-effects 
finding, they do find that a higher proportion of new workers entered the firm at lower job levels during 
1976-1985, which is when the entry wage was low.  This is exactly what our explanation predicts: there is 
a low wage upon entry when more workers enter the firm in the lower job levels, and it is the low skill 
acquisition (or the lack of transferability of skills acquired in the low job) that affects wages years later.20  
                                                      
19 Although we focus on the BGH finding that a cohort’s entry wage is correlated with the cohort’s average wage 
years later, we believe our basic argument can also capture the Beaudry and DiNardo findings.  As indicated, they 
find that when entry unemployment, current unemployment, and lowest unemployment since entry are all included 
as explanatory variables in a wage regression, it is only the lowest unemployment rate since entry that matters.  Our 
approach will capture this finding (or at least that the lowest unemployment rate since entry matters more) if the 
lowest unemployment rate since entry is more highly correlated with prior assignments to high-level jobs and thus 
more highly correlated with the amount and quality of the cohort’s human capital in the current period. 
   18
  In addition to the BGH study, there are a number of recent empirical studies that find results 
consistent with our argument.  First, Kahn (2002) uses the NLSY to study the effect that the national 
unemployment rate in the year a worker graduates from college has on the worker’s earnings over her 
career.  Consistent with our theoretical model, Kahn finds that graduating in a bad year has large negative 
effects on wages, both in the year of graduation and much later in the career.  Second, Devereux (2002a) 
uses the PSID to investigate the effects that taking a good job (i.e., a high-paying job) has on wages years 
later. (An important difference between this study and Beaudry and DiNardo’s is that Devereux does not 
exclude workers who subsequently switch employers.)  Also consistent with our theoretical approach, 
Devereux finds that there is a significant positive effect on wages received four years later, both for 
workers who remain with the same employer and for those who switch.  Third, a related study that 
supports our general approach is Devereux (2002b), which shows that the average education level of new 
hires within occupations is higher when the economy is contracting rather than expanding.  This is 
consistent with our model in that, for both the low-level and high-level jobs, the average education level 
for new hires is higher when the state of the economy is bad rather than good.21 
  As a final point, although our analysis focuses on how task-specific human capital can explain 
cohort effects, the basic point is more general: cohort effects can arise whenever a cohort’s past 
experiences affect subsequent actual and/or perceived productivity.  For example, suppose there is no 
task-specific human capital, but the rate at which workers acquire human capital depends on how “busy” 
the firm is (e.g., workers learn more from “interesting” projects, but such projects are scarce in slack 
times).  Then a cohort that enters the firm when it is not busy may receive a low wage upon entry and also 
do poorly years later because little was learned during the entry period.  Similarly, suppose there is no 
                                                                                                                                                                           
20 Note that what we call state of the economy could just as well be the state of the industry (or even state of the 
firm, if we were to introduce some firm-specific human capital into the model).  These two reinterpretations are 
quite plausible for the financial services firm that BGH study. 
 
21 Another related study is Welch (1979), which considers the effects of cohort size on earnings.  Welch finds that 
being a member of a large cohort has a significant negative effect on the worker’s wage when she enters the labor 
force and a smaller, but still negative effect, later in the worker’s career.  He interprets this as limited substitutability 
in production across cohorts, where this limited substitutability gets less important as the cohort ages.  An 
alternative interpretation is that task-specific human capital is important.  In this interpretation, when a large cohort 
enters the labor market, because there are a limited number of high-level positions available to entry-level workers, 
the cohort earns on average lower wages and works on average in lower-level jobs.  In turn, if human capital is task 
specific, then there will be a subsequent negative effect on wages as the cohort ages.  The reason is that, if a large 
cohort enters the labor force on average in lower-level jobs, then the presence of task-specific human capital lowers 
subsequent wages because the human capital the cohort acquires while young is less valuable after promotions take 
place.    19
task-specific human capital and how busy a firm is does not matter, but asymmetric learning causes a 
worker’s job-assignment history to serve as a signal of ability (as initially explored in Waldman 
(1984b,1990) and Ricart i Costa (1987)).  That is, suppose more workers enter the labor market at low-
level jobs when the state of the economy is bad, and promotions are rare as long as the economy stays 
bad.  Then, if prospective employers interpret a worker’s job-assignment history as a signal of the 
worker’s ability, but fail to account for the state of the world when a worker was young, then a worker’s 
cohort can affect the worker’s compensation years later.   
 
B) Model 
  There are three main differences between the model explored here and the one analyzed in 
Section II.  The first difference concerns the idea that human capital is now task-specific.  But to keep the 
model simple, we restrict this effect to job 2.  That is, we assume that job 1 is analogous to both jobs in 
Section II (and all the jobs in our 1999a paper): past labor-market experience improves a worker’s current 
productivity on job 1, and the extent of this productivity improvement is independent of how much of the 
past experience was on which jobs.  Formally, we assume that if worker i has experience xit in period t, 
then this worker’s output in job 1 in that period is   
(6)                                                               yi1t=d1+c1[θ if(xit)+ε i1t], 
similar to equation (2) in Section II.  For job 2, however, we make a different assumption.  Now skill 
acquisition is task-specific: past experience improves a worker’s current productivity on job 2, but 
experience on job 2 creates a larger productivity improvement than does experience on job 1.  Formally, 
we assume that if worker i has experience xit in period t then this worker’s output in job 2 in that period is     
(7)                                                         yi2t=d2+c2[θ if(xi2t+α xi1t)+ε i2t], 
where xijt is the past experience that worker i has accumulated in job j prior to period t, so xi1t+xi2t=xit, and 
α∈ (0,1) is a parameter that reflects the extent to which experience on job 1 creates a productivity 
improvement on job 2.  That is, because acquired human capital is task-specific in job 2, when a worker is 
promoted from job 1 to job 2, a previous period that the worker spent in job 1 counts as only α  of a period 
in the skill-acquisition function.22  Although equations (6) and (7) no longer include the productivity term 
                                                      
22 As indicated, to keep the model simple, we have allowed task-specific human capital only in job 2.  We could 
also allow task-specific human capital in job 1.  If we then further restricted the analysis to parameterizations for 
which there are few (if any) demotions (which is what most of the data shows), then this alternative specification 
would produce basically the same results as we derive.   20
G(Si) since it is not needed for any of the results below, we continue to assume heterogeneity in 
schooling, because of the role it plays in initial job assignments. 
  The second difference between this section’s model and Section II’s is that now there are two 
states of the world, where the state of the world affects relative productivities and hence job assignments.  
The simplest way to capture this possibility is to have the state of the world affect the productivity of the 
high-level job.23  In particular, we assume that there are two intercepts for the high-level job.  If the 
economy is in the good state then d2=d2
G; if it is in the bad state then d2=d2
B, where d2
G>d2
B.  We further 
assume that the probability that the economy is in the good state in any period is q, independent across 
periods, and that the realization of the state is determined and publicly observed at the beginning of each 
period (before wages and job assignments are determined).  When the economy is in the good state, 
holding all else equal, more workers will be assigned to the high-level job, because d2
G>d2
B. 
  The third difference between this section’s model and Section II’s is that, because we want to 
explore how the history of job assignments for young workers affects job assignments and wages when 
workers become old, we no longer restrict the analysis to parameterizations for which all entry workers 
are assigned to the low-level job.  To the contrary, we now restrict the analysis to parameterizations 
where some entry workers are assigned to the high-level job.  In particular, we assume that a worker with 
the highest schooling level (SN) is assigned to the high-level job in the worker’s first period in the labor 
market if the state of the world is good, and that a worker with the lowest schooling level (S1) is assigned 
to the low-level job in the worker’s first period in the labor market if the state of the world is bad.24   
  Although the model in this section seems closely related to the model in Section II and the main 
model of our 1999a paper, the model in this section is in fact much more conceptually challenging.  In 
Section II and our earlier work, a worker’s output in any period was independent of the worker’s job-
assignment history.  As a result, in each period, the assignment of workers to jobs was simple: a worker is 
always assigned to the job that maximizes that period’s expected output.  But that assignment rule is not 
optimal here.  Instead, the current job assignment is now partly an investment in the worker’s expected 
future productivity, so the worker’s optimal assignment may not maximize current productivity.  Because 
                                                      
23 We could assume that the state of the world affects productivity in both jobs.  All of our qualitative results would 
still go through as long as the effect that the state of the world has on the high-level job is larger than its effect on 
the low-level job. 
 
24 We also restrict the analysis to parameterizations such that at least one schooling group is assigned to the high-
level job in the good state of the world and to the low-level job in the bad state.   21
of this, to keep the intuition behind cohort effects clear, we begin by assuming that careers last two 
periods (i.e., T=2).  Note that for this part of the analysis we use the terms “young” and “old” to refer to 
workers in their first and second periods in the labor market, respectively.25  We then consider what 
happens if careers last for more than two periods. 
 
C) Analysis 
  As indicated, we start by considering the case T=2.  We begin our analysis of this case by 
considering how workers are assigned to jobs.  Consider first what happens when workers are old.  Since 
there are no subsequent productivities to be concerned with, when a worker is old, she will be assigned to 
the job that maximizes her expected output that period.  But the solution to this second-period assignment 
problem depends on the worker’s job assignment when young.  In particular, because some human capital 
goes unutilized when a worker is promoted, more old workers will be assigned to the high-level job this 
period if more young workers were assigned to the high-level job last period.   
  Now consider assignments when workers are young.  In contrast to what happens when workers 
are old, the optimal job assignments when workers are young do not simply maximize expected 
productivity in the current period.  Rather, the assignments now take into account the effect that this 
period’s assignment has on next period’s optimized productivity.  In particular, because assigning a 
young worker to the high-level job increases the worker’s output in the following period if she is again 
assigned to the high-level job, assignments will be biased towards the high-level job, relative to 
assignments that optimize today’s productivity.  The other important aspect of assignments (both when 
workers are young and when they are old) is that more workers are assigned to the high-level job in the 
good state of the world than in the bad state.  This follows because the high-level job is even more 
productive relative to the low-level job in the good state of the world. 
  We formalize the above discussion in Proposition 2.  Let θ Y
K(S) denote the critical value of θ it
e 
such that young worker i with schooling level S in period t is assigned to the high-level job if θ it
e≥θ Y
K(S) 
and is assigned to the low-level job if θ it
e<θ Y
K(S), where K=G,B is the state of the world in period t.  
Similarly, let θ O
K,J(S) denote the critical value of θ it
e such that old worker i with schooling level S in 
                                                      
25 In this case we assume that α  is sufficiently close to one and/or f(1) is sufficiently small that some promotions 
occur when a worker becomes old.  If α  were sufficiently small and f(1) were sufficiently large, there would be no 
promotions in equilibrium because the underutilization of acquired human capital associated with a promotion 
would make all promotions unprofitable.   22
period t is assigned to the high-level job when θ it
e≥θ O
K,J(S) and is assigned to the low-level job when 
θ it
e<θ O
K,J(S), where K=G,B is again the state of the world in period t and J=1,2 denotes the worker’s job 
assignment in period t-1.  Finally, let θ Y
K* denote the critical value of θ it
e if the assignment of a young 
worker in state K were to maximize current productivity, and let θ O
K,J* denote the critical value of θ it
e if 
the assignment of an old worker in state K were to maximize current productivity, given that the worker 
was assigned to job-level J in the previous period. 
 
Proposition 2: If T=2, then job assignments satisfy i) through iv). 
 i)  θ Y
K(S)<θ Y
K* for all S and K=G,B. 
 ii)  θ O
K,J(S)=θ O
K,J* for all S and all (K,J) pairs, K=G,B and J=1,2. 
 iii)  θ Y
G(S)<θ Y
B(S) for all S and θ O
G,J(S)<θ O
B,J(S) for all S and J=1,2. 
 iv)  θ O
K,H*<θ O
K,L* for K=G,B. 
 
  We now turn our attention to cohort effects.  Let WY
K denote the average wage paid to young 
workers in state of the world K, and WO
K,K′ the average wage paid to old workers when the current state 
of the world is K and the state of the world in the previous period was K′ . 
 




G′, then there is a unique equilibrium that satisfies i) and ii). 
 i)  WY
G>WY
B. 
 ii)  WO
K,G>WO
K,B for K=G,B. 
 
  Proposition 3 tells us that, if d2
G is sufficiently large, then the model exhibits a cohort effect like 
that found by BGH: a cohort that enters a firm with a high entry wage will earn more when the cohort 
becomes old.  To see this consider first what happens when a cohort becomes old.  Holding constant this 
period’s state of the world, the old cohort’s average pay will be higher when the previous period’s state 
was good rather than bad.  This result occurs because more young workers are assigned to the high-level 
job in the good state, and being assigned to the high-level job when young increases productivity in the 
high-level job when old.     23
Now consider what happens when a cohort enters the labor market.  As stated earlier, relative to 
entry in the bad state, more workers will be assigned to the high-level job in the good state.  In turn, there 
are two factors affecting whether the average wage for young workers is higher in the good state or the 
bad state.  First, because the high-level job is more productive in the good state, the average wage is 
higher in the good state since those who would be assigned to the high-level job in both states are paid 
more in the good state. 
  Second, again because the high-level job is more productive in the good state, some workers are 
assigned to the high-level job only in the good state and these workers may earn on average either more 
or less in the good state than in the bad state.  They can earn more because the high-level job is more 
productive in the good state.  But there is also the possibility they earn less because a young worker is 
willing to work in the high-level job for less given that human capital accumulated on that job is on 
average more valuable when the worker becomes old.  In other words, because of the future return 
associated with working in the high-level job when young, a young worker’s wage can in fact fall when 
the state of the world is good rather than bad and the worker’s job assignment switches from low to high.  
The assumption d2
G sufficiently large ensures that the first of these factors is the dominant one, and thus 
that the model exhibits cohort effects in the sense that a good state of the world translates into high wages 
both when the cohort is young and when it is old.   
As discussed earlier, one interesting aspect of our explanation for the BGH finding is that, 
although a cohort’s average wage when young is correlated with its average wage when old, the wage 
when young is only a proxy for the cohort’s job assignments when young (and consequently for the 
amount and quality of human capital that the cohort acquires when it is young).  This is important for two 
reasons.  First, from a competitive standpoint, it would be surprising for the average wage a cohort earns 
when young to affect the average wage the cohort earns when it ages, but it is not surprising for the 
amount and quality of the human capital that a cohort accumulates when it is young to affect the cohort’s 
average wage when it ages.  Second, as discussed earlier, this aspect of our explanation for the BGH 
cohort-effects finding is consistent with another aspect of their empirical analysis: in their data, when the 
entry wage was low, more workers entered the firm at lower job levels.  
We now consider what happens when T>2.  In this analysis we consider both cohort effects and    24
other aspects of wage and promotion dynamics when there is job-specific human capital.26   
 
Proposition 4: If T>2, then i) through iii) are satisfied. 
i) Holding all other parameters fixed, there exists a value d2
G′  such that, if d2
G>d2
G′ , then there is a 
positive correlation between a cohort’s average wage when young and its expected 
compensation over the last T-1 periods the cohort is in the labor market. 
ii) Hold all other parameters fixed other than α  and let α′  be the highest value for α  such that  
d1+c1θ f(T-1)≥ d2
G+c2θ f(α′ (T-1)) for all φ L+B(0)≤θ≤φ H+B(N) (such a value will necessarily exist 
if f(0) is sufficiently small).  If α <α′ , then there exists a smallest value t′ , t′≤ T-1, such that any 
worker who spends her first t′  periods in job 1 is not promoted in any of her last T-t′  periods in 
the labor market.  
iii) There are parameterizations in which some promotions are associated with wage decreases. 
 
  Proposition 4 tells us that there are three results that characterize the case T>2.27  The first 
captured in i) is that, not surprisingly, when d2
G is sufficiently large the model continues to exhibit cohort 
effects: the average wage paid to a cohort in its first period in the labor market is correlated with average 
wages paid to the cohort later.  As above, this occurs because acquired human capital is task-specific, so 
the state of the world in the worker’s first period in the labor market influences not only job assignments 
and wages in that first period, but consequently also job assignments and wages later in these careers. 
The second result captured in ii) is that, if the specificity of human capital is sufficiently large, 
i.e., α  is sufficiently small, then a worker who spends substantial time in job 1 at the beginning of her 
career can get stuck in that job with no possibility of a subsequent promotion.  That is, it can be the case 
that a worker who spends her first t′ (<T) periods in the low-level job has a zero probability of being 
promoted to the high-level job in any of the last T-t′  periods.  There are two factors leading to this result.  
First, as the number of periods in job 1 grows, the loss in lifetime productivity upon promotion becomes 
                                                      
26 As for our analysis of T=2, we continue to restrict the analysis to parameterizations such that there are some 
promotions in equilibrium (see footnote 25). 
27 When workers are in the labor market for more than two periods, this model is similar to the analysis in Gibbons 
and Waldman (1999a).  Thus, as was true for the model of Section II, this model should be consistent with a variety 
of findings in BGH and elsewhere, such as that wage increases are serially correlated, real-wage decreases are not 
rare but demotions are, and workers who receive large wage increases early in their stay at one level of the job 
ladder are promoted quickly to the next.  Here we focus on results other than those found in our 1999a analysis.   25
large (because some job-1 human capital will be underutilized after promotion).  Second, again as the 
number of periods in job 1 grows, the gain in lifetime productivity upon promotion from human-capital 
acquisition on job 2 becomes small, because fewer periods remain in the worker’s career.  
This second result is consistent with BGH evidence concerning promotion rates for workers in 
level 2 as a function of the number of years the worker has been in level 2 or below.  Extending the logic 
from the above discussion to the case of three job levels yields that a worker who spent many years in 
level 2 or below would have little or no probability of further promotion.  The logic is that the large 
number of years in level 2 or below means that much human capital would go unutilized with a 
promotion, and fewer years would exist after a promotion to build human capital.  BGH find just such a 
result: the promotion rate is less than two percent for workers who were at level 2 or below for at least 
fifteen years (compared to an overall promotion rate for workers at level 2 of nineteen percent).28   
The last result captured in iii) is that, in contrast to what was true in Gibbons and Waldman 
(1999a), there are parameterizations in which some (possibly many) promotions will be associated with 
wage decreases.  This also follows from the presence of task-specific human capital.  Because being in the 
high-level job increases productivity in the high-level job in subsequent periods, in period t a worker will 
sometimes prefer a lower wage on the high-level job to a higher wage on the low-level job.  Extending 
this argument to incorporate the worker’s wage on the low-level job in period t-1 yields that, if task-
specific human capital is significant (i.e., α  is small), some promotions may be associated with wage 
decreases.29 
Notice that this argument is similar to a classic argument concerning wage profiles and interfirm 
mobility over the career (e.g., Topel and Ward (1992)).  In this argument, there are no promotions and no 
turnover, but firms vary in terms of the rate at which a worker in the firm accumulates human capital over 
the worker’s career.  As a result, young workers are willing to work at high-capital-accumulation firms 
                                                      
28 Our general approach also provides a second potential explanation for this finding: workers who work many 
years in each of the two lowest job levels may have sufficiently low ability to learn on the job that it is rarely 
optimal to promote such workers to level 3. 
 
29 In our model, a worker’s wage each period equals that period’s expected productivity, so the idea that promotions 
are sometimes associated with wage decreases means the model also predicts that promotions will sometimes be 
associated with productivity decreases.  Task-specific human capital, therefore, is an additional explanation to the 
ones identified by Lazear (2002) for why productivity might sometimes fall after a promotion occurs.  Further, the 
fact that promotions can be associated with wage decreases means that, in addition to the explanation developed in 
Section II concerning schooling, task-specific human capital serves as an explanation for why adjacent job levels 
can have overlapping wage distributions.    26
for less because of the effect on subsequent productivity and subsequent wages.  The result is that firms 
with fast accumulation of human capital have lower starting wages but higher wage growth over the 
career.  Our logic here is the same except that fast accumulation of human capital is associated with 
promotions, so some promotions are likely to be associated with wage decreases. 
  Given the above, the obvious question is, to what extent are some promotions associated with 
wage decreases even though on average promotions are associated with wage increases?  BGH do not 
report the percentages of their promotions associated with wage increases and decreases.  However, as 
discussed earlier, McCue (1996) also studies promotions and wage changes and she does report 
information concerning the percentages of promotions associated with wage increases and decreases.  
Consistent with BGH and many other studies, McCue finds that promotions on average are associated 
with large wage increases.  But she also finds that roughly twenty-five percent of promoted workers in 
her sample received real-wage decreases.30  This finding is inconsistent with our 1999a paper and the 
model of Section II, but is consistent with a world where task-specific human capital is important. 
 
IV. LIMITATIONS OF OUR APPROACH  
  We feel that in our 1999a paper and here we have made a strong case that our approach is able to 
capture a variety of facts concerning wage and promotion dynamics in a large class of settings.  But there 
are some settings in which we believe our approach does not apply.  In this section we discuss limitations 
of our approach. 
  There are two key interrelated aspects of our approach that are important for generating 
predictions, but that also limit its applicability.  First, there is only spot-market contracting; there are no 
insurance contracts.  Second, there is no firm-specific human capital (and the value of task-specific 
human capital does not vary across employers).  In combination, these two assumptions imply that wages 
in every period are determined by the wage offers of prospective employers.  In a setting in which each 
level of a firm’s job ladder exhibits a significant proportion of workers both entering and exiting the firm 
(as is true for the BGH firm), we believe that these aspects of our approach make sense and help the 
model better match the data.  The fact that each level of the job ladder exhibits significant entry and exit 
                                                      
30 McCue reports the real-wage increase for promoted workers at the twenty-fifth percentile broken down by race 
and gender.  She finds that for white men this value is negative but small while for the other categories - white 
women, black men, and black women - the value is positive but small.   27
suggests that firm-specific human capital is limited.  Further, since there is a significant probability of a 
worker leaving at every job level, the wage offers of prospective employers are likely to be important in 
determining what a worker’s initial employer is willing to pay.31 
  But there are other settings in which our approach is probably not a good one, exactly because of 
the two assumptions mentioned above.  For example, consider a firm with an internal labor market like 
that described by Doeringer and Piore (1971).  Among other aspects, this firm is characterized by ports of 
entry (meaning little or no entry at higher levels of the job ladder) and little exit at higher levels of the job 
ladder.  The fact that there is little turnover at higher levels of the job ladder suggests that the labor-
market practices of this firm may not be driven by the wage offers of prospective employers.  Rather, it 
may be that significant firm-specific capital insulates the firm’s workers from the outside market, so some 
alternative theory of wage and promotion dynamics is needed to understand careers in this firm. 
  Our approach shares one feature with the pure-form internal labor market (ILM) described by 
Doeringer and Piore: an important role for job levels in wage determination.  But in the pure-form ILM, 
wages are attached to jobs.  (That is, there is little or no wage variation within a job, except perhaps 
formulaic variation with seniority.)  In our approach, in contrast, a worker’s wage is determined by her 
productivity.  Because our model incorporates learning and heterogeneity in human-capital acquisition, 
wage variation within a job cannot be explained solely by variation in seniority.  Thus, within-job wage 
variation may be another way (in addition to entry and exits at higher levels of the job ladder) to identify 
settings in which our approach applies rather than the pure-form ILM described by Doeringer and Piore. 
   
V. CONCLUSION
. 
  A large number of theories have been put forth to explain wage and promotion dynamics inside 
firms.  We believe that an important goal in such model-building should be to explain broad patterns of 
evidence rather than isolated stylized facts.  In our 1999a paper, we showed that a model that combines 
job assignment, human-capital acquisition, and learning captures a number of findings concerning wage 
and promotion dynamics found in BGH and elsewhere, and that our theory matches the evidence better 
                                                      
 
31 We feel that turnover in the data makes it more likely that our model is applicable, even though our model itself 
exhibits no turnover.  In our model, in each period a worker is close to indifferent between moving and staying (one 
interpretation of our model is that there is an infinitesimal moving cost that results in no turnover, but means the 
worker prefers staying only by an infinitesimal amount).  It would be easy to make small changes in the model that 
result in some turnover but cause few other changes.   28
than available alternatives do.  In this paper we extend that earlier analysis in two ways.  First, we 
incorporate schooling into the framework and develop several predictions, most of which match well with 
available evidence concerning the role of schooling in wage and promotion dynamics.  Second, we show 
that the introduction of task-specific human capital allows the model to capture BGH’s finding of cohort 
effects, which in our earlier paper we incorrectly argued was inconsistent with our theoretical approach. 
  The other main message of this paper is the potential significance of task-specific human capital.  
Beginning with the seminal work of Becker, most of the literature concerning human capital has focused 
on the concepts of general-purpose and firm-specific human capital.  We believe, however, that task-
specific human capital is potentially as prevalent and important as are general-purpose and firm-specific 
human capital.  Clearly, much of human-capital acquisition involves becoming more proficient at the task 
or tasks being performed.  Thus, rather than human capital going unutilized when a worker switches firms 
(as is the case when human capital is firm-specific), human capital goes unutilized when a worker 
switches jobs and is assigned to a new set of tasks, whether the switch entails staying within the same 
firm or moving across firms.  In this sense, our notion of task-specific human capital is akin to 
occupation- or even industry-specific human capital.  In this paper we have begun to explore some of the 
implications of task-specific human capital.  We showed that this concept can explain cohort effects, but 
we conjecture that there are a variety of other applications such as job design, job assignment, labor 
mobility, labor demand, and even business strategy. 
  There are a number of directions in which the analysis in this paper could be extended, including 
the following three.  First, as just indicated, one could extend our analysis of task-specific human capital 
to a variety of topics.  Second, one could incorporate into our framework other modeling elements that 
have received significant theoretical attention such as incentives and asymmetric learning, to see whether 
the addition of such elements makes the model a better match with the evidence.32  Third, one could 
integrate our focus on careers inside firms with the extensive theoretical literature that attempts to explain 
evidence concerning wage dynamics and mobility between firms (see, e.g., Burdett (1978), Mortensen 
(1978), and Jovanovic (1979)).  Since promotions and turnover are alternative exit routes from  a 
                                                      
32 One prominent approach to incentives in firms involves tournaments.  Papers concerning the tournament issue 
include Lazear and Rosen (1981) and Rosen (1986), while asymmetric learning is studied in Waldman 
(1984b,1990), Greenwald (1986), and Gibbons and Katz (1991) among others.  See Zabojnik and Bernhardt (2001) 
for an interesting recent paper that combines the tournament and asymmetric-learning approaches. 
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worker’s current job, there should be a single theoretical framework that captures the empirical evidence 




  In the Appendix we present proofs of the Propositions and Corollaries. 
 
Proof of Proposition 1: This proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 2 in Gibbons and Waldman 
(1999a).  Because learning is symmetric and there is no firm-specific human capital, competition among 
firms each period yields both efficient job assignment and wages equal to expected output.  Given this, 
we compute worker i’s expected on-the-job human capital in period t, η it
e, in (3) and then the worker’s 
expected output in job j as Eyijt=dj+G(Si)+cjη it
e.  Note that the linearity of the production function in (2) is 
key here: without linearity, expected output would not equal the output of a worker known to have on-
the-job human capital equal to η it
e.  We now have that, given efficient job assignment and wages equal to 
expected output, if η it
e<η′  then worker i is assigned to job 1 in period t and paid wit=d1+G(Si)+c1η it
e, 
while if η it
e≥η′  then worker i is assigned to job 2 in period t and paid wit=d2+G(Si)+c2η it
e (see footnote 9).  
Note here the fact (2) reads dj+G(Si)+cj(η it+ε ijt) means that the signal about ability that can be extracted 
from output does not vary in its signal-to-noise ratio as a function of j.  Thus, there is no way to use job 
assignment to change the speed of learning about ability, so job assignment is determined by current 
productive efficiency (i.e., maximizing expected output this period), which in turn is solely a function of 
the worker’s current expected on-the-job human capital.  Q.E.D. 
 
Proof of Corollary 1: Given Proposition 1 and that the analysis is restricted to parameterizations such that 
it is efficient for each worker to be assigned to job 1 in the first period of the worker’s career (i.e., [pφ H+ 
(1-p)φ L+B(N)]f(0)<η′ ), the wage of worker i in her first period in the labor market can be written as d1+ 
G(Si)+c1[pφ H+(1-p)φ L+B(Si)]f(0).  Given G′ >0 and B′ >0, we immediately have that the worker’s wage is 
a strictly increasing function of the worker’s schooling level.  Q.E.D. 
 
Proof of Corollary 2: Because the signal zit is independent of job assignment and schooling level, the 
amount in any period that has been learned about φ i is independent of a worker’s schooling level and past 
job assignments.  In turn, since a worker is assigned to the high-level job whenever [φ it
e+B(S)]f(xit)≥η′  
and B′ >0, we immediately have that for any (X,S) pair, where 1≤ X≤ T-1 and S≤ N-1, π (X,S+1)≥π (X,S).  
                                                      
33 See Ghosh (2002) for a start in this direction.  Also, Munasinghe (2001) explores a model that captures a number 
of findings concerning wages and turnover, although she does not explore the extent to which her model captures 
findings concerning careers inside firms.   30
In turn, since by assumption [φ L+B(S)]f(T-1)<η′ <[φ H+B(S)]f(T-1) for all S, we have that this inequality 
must be strict if X is sufficiently close to T-1. 
 
Proof of Corollary 3: Consider first values for X and X+1 such that all workers of those experience levels 
are assigned to job 1.  Let φ *=pφ H+(1-p)φ L.  Given expectations each period must be correct on average 
and output in job 1 is linear in on-the-job human capital, we have that W(X,S) is given by (A1). 
(A1)                                                    W(X,S)=d1+c1[φ *+B(S)]f(X) 
In turn, the return to experience for a fixed schooling level is given by (A2). 
(A2)                                        W(X+1,S)-W(X,S)=c1[φ *+B(S)][f(X+1)-f(X)] 
Given B′ >0 and f ′ >0, (A2) immediately yields that W(X+1,S)-W(X,S) is strictly increasing in S.  Note 
that the increase in the return to an extra year of experience as schooling is increased from S to S+1 is 
given by (A3). 
(A3)                                                     [B(S+1)-B(S)]c1[f(X+1)-f(X)] 
  Now consider values X and X+1 such that some workers may be assigned to job 2 but there are 
no demotions.  Consider a worker with experience level X and schooling level S who is assigned to job 1 
and for whom there is an expectation concerning φ  given by φ′ .  Given expectations each period must be 
correct on average and output in job 1 is linear in on-the-job human capital, if the worker is assigned to 
job 1 with probability one next period, then her expected wage increase is given by c1[φ′ +B(S)][f(X+1)-
f(X)].  Similarly, consider a worker with experience level X and schooling level S assigned to job 2 for 
whom there is an expectation concerning φ  given by φ′′ .  This worker’s expected wage increase is given 
by c2[φ′′ + B(S)][f(X+1)-f(X)].  Now consider a worker with experience level X and schooling level S 
initially assigned to job 1 for whom there is an expectation concerning φ  given by φ′′′ , where there is a 
strictly positive probability the worker will be assigned to job 2 in the following period.  Because 
expectations are correct on average every period, the expected wage increase is given by rc1[φ′′′ + 
B(S)][f(X+1)-f(X)]+(1-r)c2[φ′′′ +B(S)][f(X+1)-f(X)] where 0<r<1.  These expressions yield that 
integrating the wage increases over all workers of experience X and schooling S yields (A4), where 
0≤ R<1. 
(A4)            W(X+1,S)-W(X,S)=Rc1[φ *+B(S)][f(X+1)-f(X)]+(1-R)c2[φ *+B(S)][f(X+1)-f(X)] 
  Now consider workers of the same experience level but schooling level S+1.  Because a worker 
whose initial expectation for φ  is given by φ′  may now be assigned to job 2 in either period, this worker’s 
expected wage increase must be greater than or equal to c1[φ′ +B(S+1)][f(X+1)-f(X)].  Similarly, a worker 
whose initial expectation for φ  is given by φ′′  must now be assigned to job 2 in each period, so this 
worker’s expected wage increase is c2[φ′′ +B(S+1)][f(X+1)-f(X)].  Now consider a worker whose initial 
expectation for φ  is φ′′′ .  Because for any realization for the stochastic term in which the worker is 
assigned to job 2 given X+1 and S the worker is also assigned to job 2 given X+1 and S+1, this worker’s 
expected wage increase must be greater than or equal to rc1[φ′′′ +B(S+1)][f(X+1)-f(X)]+(1-r)c2[φ′′′ +   31
B(S+1)][f(X+ 1)-f(X)].  Given these expressions, integrating the wage increases over all workers of 
experience level X and schooling level S+1 yields (A5). 
(A5)    W(X+1,S+1)-W(X,S+1)≥ Rc1[φ *+B(S+1)][f(X+1)-f(X)]+(1-R)c2[φ *+B(S+1)][f(X+1)-f(X)] 
  We now have that the increase in the return to an extra period of experience due to the schooling 
level increasing from S to S+1 is greater than or equal to the expression given in (A6). 
(A6)                                           [B(S+1)-B(S)][Rc1+(1-R)c2][f(X+1)-f(X)] 
Together, (A3) and (A6) yield that, given no demotions, W(X+1,S)-W(X,S) is strictly increasing in S. 
  We now consider what happens when demotions are possible.  Consider values for X and X+1 
such that workers of those experience levels can be assigned to either job and there are some demotions as 
experience increases from X to X+1.  Consider a worker with experience level X and schooling level S 
who is assigned to job 1 and for whom there is an expectation concerning φ  given by φ′ .  As before, if the 
worker is assigned to job 1 with probability one next period, then her expected wage increase is given by 
c1[φ′ +B(S)][f(X+1)-f(X)].  Consider a worker with experience level X and schooling level S assigned to 
job 2 for whom there is an expectation concerning φ  given by φ′′ , where there is a positive probability the 
worker will be assigned to job 1 in the following period.  This worker’s expected wage increase is strictly 
less than c2[φ′′ +B(S)][f(X+1)-f(X)]+mc2∆ f(X+1), where m is the probability of demotion and ∆  is the 
absolute value of the average reduction in the expectation concerning φ  when the worker is demoted.  
Consider a worker with experience level X and schooling level S assigned to job 1 for whom there is an 
expectation concerning φ  given by φ′′′ , where there is a strictly positive probability the worker will be 
assigned to job 2 in the following period.  As before, the expected wage increase for this worker is given 
by rc1[φ′′′ +B(S)][f(X+1)-f(X)]+(1-r)c2[φ′′′ +B(S)][f(X+1)-f(X)], where 0<r<1.  These expressions yield 
that integrating the wage increases over all workers of experience X and schooling S yields (A7), where 
M is the overall probability of demotion for these workers and 0≤ R<1.   
(A7) W(X+1,S)-W(X,S)<Rc1[φ *+B(S)][f(X+1)-f(X)]+(1-R)c2[φ *+B(S)][f(X+1)-f(X)]+Mc2[φ H-φ L]f(X+1)      
  Now consider workers of the same experience level but schooling level S+1.  Because a worker 
whose initial expectation for φ  is given by φ′  may now be assigned to job 2 in either period, this worker’s 
expected wage increase must be greater than or equal to c1[φ′ +B(S+1)][f(X+1)-f(X)].  Because a worker 
whose initial expectation for φ  is φ′′  may be assigned to job 1 in the following period, this worker’s 
expected wage increase must be greater than or equal to c2[φ′′ +B(S+1)][f(X+1)-f(X)].  Because a worker 
whose initial expectation for φ  is φ′′′  has a higher probability of being assigned to job 2 in the following 
period when the schooling level is S+1 rather than S, this worker’s expected wage increase must be 
greater than or equal to rc1[φ′′′ +B(S+1)][f(X+1)-f(X)]+(1-r)c2[φ′′′ +B(S+1)][f(X+1)-f(X)].  These 
expressions yield that integrating the wage increases over all workers of experience X and schooling S+1 
yields (A8). 
(A8)        W(X+1,S)-W(X,S)>Rc1[φ *+B(S+1)][f(X+1)-f(X)]+(1-R)c2[φ *+B(S+1)][f(X+1)-f(X)]   32
Comparing (A7) and (A8) yields that for any parameterization, if demotions are sufficiently rare, i.e., M 
is sufficiently small, then W(X+1,S)-W(X,S) is strictly increasing in S.  Q.E.D. 
 
Proof of Corollary 4: Let Wj
λ (X,S) be the average wage paid to workers of experience level X and 
schooling level S who are assigned to job j given a value for λ .  Because the productivity due to a 
worker’s starting level of general-purpose human capital, λ g(S), does not depend on the worker’s job 
assignment, varying λ  will not affect job assignments.  Hence, Wj
λ (X,S) can be written as Wj
0(X,S)+ 





0(X,S)+λ [g(S +1)-g(S)].  Given g′ >0, this expression is strictly positive given λ  sufficiently large.  
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Proposition 2: Consider first an old worker with schooling level S.  Since this is the last period of 
the worker’s career, competition across firms means the worker will be assigned to the job that maximizes 
productivity that period and paid a wage equal to that productivity.  We also know that, since c2>c1, if in 
state of the world K an old worker who worked in job J last period with expected ability to learn on the 
job equal to θ  is efficiently assigned to job 2, then in state of the world K an old worker who worked in 
job J last period with expected ability to learn on the job equal to θ′ , θ′ >θ , must also efficiently be 
assigned to job 2.  This means that for each S and each (K,J) pair, K=G,B and J=1,2, there exists a value 
θ O
K,J(S) such that if period t is characterized by state of the world K then old worker i previously assigned 
to job J is assigned to job 2 if θ it
e≥θ O
K,J(S) and is assigned to job 1 if θ it
e<θ O
K,J(S).  Further, since 
assignments maximize that period’s expected output, we also have θ O
K,J(S)=θ O
K,J* for all S and (K,J) 
pairs, K=G,B and J=1,2.  This proves ii). 
 Consider  again  θ O
K,J*.  This is the value for θ it
e such that in state of the world K an old worker 
who was in job J in the previous period has the same expected output in each of the two jobs.  In other 
words, θ O
K,2* satisfies (A9) while θ O
K,1* satifies (A10).   




(A10)                                              d1+c1[θ O
K,1*f(1)]=d2
K+c2[θ O
K,1*f(α )]   
(A9) yields θ O
K,2*=(d1-d2
K)/[c2f(1)-c1f(1)] while (A10) yields θ O
K,1*=(d1-d2
K)/[c2f(α )-c1f(1)].  A 
comparison of these expressions yields θ O
K,2*<θ O
K,1* for K=G,B.  Note, if θ O
K,2*<θ O
K,1*≤φ L+B(1) for 
K=G,B or φ H+ B(N)≤θ O
K,2*<θ O
K,1* for K=G,B, then this inequality does not translate into a difference 
concerning assignments in equilibrium.  This proves iv). 
  We now consider the assignment of young workers to jobs.  θ Y
K* is the value for θ it
e such that a 
young  worker is equally productive in the two jobs.  That is, θ Y
K* satisfies (A11). 





J S) be the expected productivity of an old worker of schooling level S who was assigned to job 
J when she was young (where this expectation is taken prior to the realization of the state of the world 
when the worker is old).  Because being assigned to job 1 when young only counts α  of a period in the   33
human-capital-accumulation function if the worker is assigned to job 2 when old, we know E(WO
2 S)> 
E(WO
1 S).  Given this, θ Y
K(S) satisfies (A12). 






(A11) yields θ Y
K*=(d1-d2





c1)f(0).  A comparison of these expressions yields θ Y
K(S)<θ Y
K* for all S and K=G,B.  This proves i).  
Further, the expression for θ Y
K(S) also yields θ Y
G(S)<θ Y
B(S) for all S, while the earlier expressions for 
θ O
K,2* and θ O
K,1* yield θ O
G,J(S)<θ O
B,J(S) for all S and J=1,2.  This proves iii).  Q.E.D. 
 
Proof of Proposition 3: Competition and no firm-specific human capital means that a worker’s wage each 
period equals her expected output in the job to which she is assigned.  Let Zn denote the number of 
workers of schooling level n in each cohort, and let Z denote the total number of workers in each cohort.  
Given a worker is always paid her expected output in the job to which she is assigned, we have that WY
B 
must satisfy (A13). 




n= ∑ Znmax{d1+c1E(θ i Sn)f(0), d2
B+c2E(θ i Sn)f(0)}/Z 
  Now consider the good state of the world.  θ Y
G* satisfies d1+c1θ Y
G*f(0)=d2
G+c2θ Y
G*f(0).  Given 
c2>c1, sufficiently high values for d2
G yield θ Y
G*<φ L+B(S) for all S.  But since Proposition 2 tells us that 
θ Y
G(S)<θ Y
G* for all S, we now have that θ Y
G(S)<φ L+B(S) for all S for sufficiently high values for d2
G.  
For such a value for d2
G we can write WY
G as in (A14). 





G+c2E(θ i Sn)f(0)/Z 
Comparing (A13) and (A14), in turn, yields that WY
G>WY
B for sufficiently high values for d2
G.  
  We now turn out attention to the average wage of old workers in state of the world K.  Consider 
first a worker of schooling level S′  such that E(θ i S′ )≥θ Y
B(S′ ).  Given from Proposition 2 we know 
θ Y
G(S)<θ Y
B(S) for all S, when she is young this worker is assigned to the high-level job in both states of 
the world.  In turn, since job assignments and wages when a worker is old depends on the current state of 
the world, the previous job assignment, and the current expectation concerning the worker’s ability to 
learn on the job (and not directly on the previous period’s state of the world), the worker’s expected wage 
when she is old is independent of whether the state of the world when the worker was young was good or 
bad.  Further, a similar argument yields that the expected wage when a worker is old for a worker of 
schooling level S′′  such that E(θ i S′′ )<θ Y
G(S) is independent of whether the state of the world when the 
worker was young was good or bad. 
  Now consider a worker of schooling level S′′′  such that θ Y
G(S′′′ )≤ E(θ i S′′′ )<θ Y
B(S′′′ ).  When this 
worker is young she will be assigned to the high-level job in the good state of the world and the low-level 
job in the bad state.  In turn, if the state of the world when she was young was good rather than bad, then 
her expected wage when she is old is higher.  The logic here is as follows.  First, given α <1, if she is   34
assigned to the high-level job in both states of the world she earns more when the previous period’s state 
of the world was good.  Second, given that there is no task-specific human capital on job 1 (see equation 
(14)), if she is assigned to the low-level job in both states of the world her pay when old is independent of 
the previous period’s state of the world.  Third, since θ O
K,2(S′′′ )<θ O
K,1(S′′′ ), she is sometimes assigned to 
the high-level job when the previous period was good but assigned to the low-level job when the previous 
period was bad.  Further, whenever this is the case, since θ O




K,2(S′′′ )f(1) and c2>c1, she is paid more when the previous period’s state of the world was good.  In 
summary, her expected wage when old is higher when the previous period’s state of the world was good 
since she always earns at least as much when the previous period was good rather than bad and she 
sometimes earns more. 
  We now have that a worker’s expected wage when she is old is independent of the state of the 
world in the previous period when E(θ i Si)≥θ Y
B(Si) and E(θ i Si)<θ Y
G(Si), while when θ Y
G(Si)≤ E(θ i Si)< 
θ Y
B(Si) the worker’s expected wage when she is old is higher when the state of the world in the previous 
period was good.  Given that there is at least one schooling group such that E(θ i Si) falls in the latter 
interval (see footnote 24), we now have WO
K,G>WO
K,B for K=G,B.  This proves ii).  Q.E.D. 
 
Proof of Proposition 4: Using the same logic as in the proofs of Propositions 2 and 3 it must be the case 
that θ Y
G(S)<θ Y
B(S) for all S and that there exists a value d2
G′ such that, if d2
G>d2
G′, then the average wage 
for young workers is higher when the state of the world is good rather than bad.  Now consider the 
assignment of workers to jobs and wages over the last T-1 periods a cohort is in the labor market.  
Consider first a worker of schooling level S′  such that E(θ i S′ )≥θ Y
B(S′ ).  Given θ Y
G(S)<θ Y
B(S) for all S, 
in her first period in the labor market this worker is assigned to the high-level job in both states of the 
world.  In turn, since the state of the world when a worker is young does not directly enter into the 
production function for either job in later periods, we have that the worker’s expected compensation in 
the next T-1 periods must be independent of the state of the world when she was young.  Further, a 
similar argument yields that, for a worker of schooling level S′′  such that E(θ i S′′ )<θ Y
G(S′′ ), the worker’s 
expected compensation over her last T-1 periods in the labor market is independent of the state of the 
world when she was young. 
  Now consider a worker of schooling level S′′′  such that θ Y
G(S′′′ )≤ E(θ i S′′′ )<θ Y
B(S′′′ ).  When this 
worker is young she will be assigned to the high-level job in the good state of the world and the low-level 
job in the bad state.  In turn, if the state of the world when she was young was good rather than bad, then 
the worker’s expected compensation over her last T-1 periods in the labor market must be higher because 
of the following.  Suppose the state of the world when the worker was young was good.  In this case, for 
every sequence of realizations of the stochastic term, the worker has the option in each period of choosing 
the same job assignment that she chooses when the state of the world when she was young was bad rather 
than good.  Since, in turn, some of these job assignments are to the high-level job (see footnote 26) and   35
because α <1, this set of choices must result in a higher value for the worker’s expected compensation 
over her last T-1 periods in the labor market then she achieves when the state of the world was bad when 
she was young.  But since her actual choices must do at least as well as this, we now have that the 
worker’s expected compensation over her last T-1 periods in the labor market must be higher when the 
state of the world when she was young was good rather than bad. 
  We now have that a worker’s expected compensation over her last T-1 periods in the labor market 
is independent of the state of the world when the worker was young when E(θ i Si)≥θ Y
B(Si) and 
E(θ i Si)<θ Y
G(Si), while when θ Y
G(Si)<E(θ i Si)<θ Y
B(Si) this expected compensation is higher when the 
state of the world when the worker was young was good rather than bad.  Given that there is at least one 
schooling group such that E(θ i Si) falls in the latter interval (see footnote 24), we now have that a 
cohort’s average compensation over the last T-1 periods it is in the labor market is higher when the state 
of the world was good rather than bad in its first period in the labor market.  This proves i). 
 Suppose  α <α′  and consider a worker who has spent her first T-1 periods in the labor market in 
job 1.  Let θ′  be her expected ability to learn on the job.  Since α <α′ , we know d1+c1θ′ f(T-
1)>d2
G+c2θ′ f(α (T-1)).  Thus, she will be assigned to the low-level job in her last period in the labor 
market.  In turn, this immediately yields that there must exist a smallest value t′ , t′≤ T-1, such that a 
worker who spends her first t′  periods in job 1 is not promoted in any of her last T-t′  periods in the labor 
market.  This proves ii). 
  We demonstrate the third point by presenting an example in which some promotions are 
associated with wage decreases.  Suppose T=3, d1=20, c1=δ , d2=10, c2=1, α =
1/2, f(0)=δ , f(
1/2)=9, f(
3/2)=16, 
where δ  is infinitesimally small.  Also, we consider a schooling group for which φ L+B(S)=δ , and 
φ H+B(S)=1 which, given d1=20, d2=10, and f(0)=δ , yields that a worker in this schooling group is 
assigned to the low-level job in her first period in the labor market.  Let Wt denote the worker’s wage in 
her t
th period in the labor market.  We have W1≈ 20 since c1=δ  and d1=20.  Now suppose that learning after 
the first period is such that the expectation in the second period concerning the worker’s ability to learn 
on the job is arbitrarily close to φ H+B(S).  If the worker remains in job 1 for  the remaining two periods 
then she earns W2+W3≈ 20+20=40 over these last two periods since c1=δ  and d1=20.  If instead she is 
promoted, then W2+W3≈ 19+26=45 since her expected ability to learn on the job is arbitrarily close to 
φ H+B(S).  Hence, she will be promoted at the beginning of the second period but her wage falls from 
approximately 20 to approximately 19 when the promotion takes place.  This proves iii).  Q.E.D.      
   36
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